We saw substantive revenue recognition improvement—going from days to just a matter of hours. The Subscription Billing suite from Binary Stream is mission-critical to running our business”

Joseph Racine, VP Financial Operations at SQAD

**Comprehensive Solution for Complex Billing Scenarios**

Binary Stream’s Subscription Billing Suite (SBS) ISV solution streamlines complex billings for Microsoft Dynamics ERPs, including Dynamics 365 Business Central.

**Boost Your Quote-to-Cash Process**

Normal invoicing cycles can take days and involve complicated spreadsheets and error prone manual processes. Regardless of billing frequencies or pricing methods, SBS covers the entire quote-to-cash process working efficiently in the background, generating thousands of invoices while saving valuable time and resources.

**Timely & Accurate Billing for Your Customers; Quicker Turnaround & Payment for You**

Binary Stream’s Subscription Billing Suite (SBS) can combine end-to-end billing and revenue recognition with the powerful capabilities of Microsoft Dynamics 365. SBS makes collections less painful by offering a self-service web portal for customer invoices and remitting online credit card payments.

Manage Complex Subscription Billing Scenarios

- Milestone or event based billing and deferrals
- Variable billing frequencies on the same contract
- Metered and usage based billing
- Tiered pricing options
- Real time Insights into business and financial data
- Full integration with SBS revenue and expense deferrals
- Facilitate ASC606 & IFRS 15 compliance
Subscription Billing Suite for Dynamics 365 for Business Central

Binary Stream’s SBS for Dynamics 365 Business Central Consists of Three Components:

• Advanced Recurring Contract Billing (ARCB) to manage complex recurring billing schedules with greatly reduced manual processing.

• Advanced Revenue & Expense Deferrals (ARED) to automate the revenue and expense recognition processes while supporting the most complex recognition rules, including straight-line, event-based, and percentage of completion methods.

• Multiple Element Revenue Allocation (MERA) to facilitate the allocation of revenue based on the regulations outlined in ASC 606 & IFRS 15.

Over 1900 Companies Globally Trust Binary Stream – Award-Winning ISV

Business in Vancouver: BC’s Top 100 Technology Companies; PROFIT 200: List of Canada’s Fastest-Growing Companies; CDN Channel Elite: Best Mid-Market Solution Finalist; and Burnaby Board of Trade: Finalist Award for Business of the Year 2018

Since 2001, Binary Stream Software has been a Microsoft Gold Certified independent software vendor (ISV) providing comprehensive industry and enterprise-grade ERP functionality to extend the capabilities of Microsoft Dynamics GP, Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations, and Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central.

Binary Stream has Microsoft’s highest honor of the prestigious President’s Club in 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012, 2014, 2015, and 2016, as well as ISV of the Year Finalist twice for Canada. We are among the Top 5% of Microsoft Dynamics partners worldwide because of our commitment to client success.

Ready to Learn More?

See capabilities and benefits Subscription Billing Suite can bring to your company.

Book a demo with one of our Account Managers today at 604.522.6300.